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This thesis presents the design and experimental evaluation of robust controllers for

an electrohydraulic actuator that operates under significant system uncertainties and

nonlinearities. The designed controllers allow the actuator (i) to follow a free spacs

trajectory (motion control), (il) to exert a desired force while in contact with an uncertain

environment (force control), and (iü) to pass through the transition phase from free space

to constrained space successfi.llly and stably exert force on the environment (contact task

control).

Abstract

Firstly, a robust force controller is designed using linear and nonlinear approaches

within the framework of Quantitative Feedback Theory (QFT) In the linear approach, the

effects of nonlinearities and uncertainties, such as environmental stiffness and operating

points, are accounted for by describing the linearized model parameters as structured

uncertainties. The nonlinear approach is based on linear time-invariant equivalent models

of the system that can precisely represent the nonlinear plant over a wide range of

operation. The equivalent models can be generated by the nonlinear mathematical

equations of the hydraulic actuator, or be obtained directly from input-output

measurements of the actual system. Given the equivalent modelsllinearized model, a

controller is designed to satisff a priori specified stability, tracking and disturbance

rej ection specifi cations.

Secondly, the nonlinear QFT approach is used to design an explicit position controller

to resulate the actuator in free sDace.

Finally, for contact task control, a simple switching condition is proposed based on

robust position and force controllers, to make the transition from free space to a



constrained one. The stabílity of the contact controller is shown using an extended

version of Lyapunov's second method under the condition of existence and uniqueness of

Filippov's solution.

The developed controllers enjoy the simplicity of f,rxed-gain controllers, are easy to

implement, and at the same time are robust to the variation of hydraulic functions as well

as environmental stiffness. Numerous experimental tests are performed on an industrial

hydraulic actuator equipped with a servovalve and include motion through free space,

contact with the environment and the transition between the two.

trl
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1

Hydraulic actuators are potential choices for many industries due to their stiffness,

compactness and high payload capacity. These features make them appropriate for high

power industrial equipment such as machine tools, aircrafts, material handling devices,

construction, mining and agricultural machines. Hydraulic actuators are able to maintain

their loading capacity indefinitely, something that would usually cause excessive heat

generation in electrical components (Alleyne, 1996). They are also advantageous for

applications requiring environmental interactions because of their high force-to-weight

ratio and fast response time. However, the utilization of hydraulic actuators interacting

with an environment presents many difficulties to overcome.

Firstly, they have a relatively high degree of nonlinearity (as compared to other

systems like DC servo motors) resulting from servovalve flow-pressure characteristics,

PreliminarY Remarks



l. Introduction

unequal piston cross-sectional areas acting in the two directions of motion, orifice area

openings and, in part, to the variations of fluid volume under compression.

Secondly, hydraulic systems contain a large extent of model uncertainties (Yao et al.,

1999). For example, the supply pump pressure is subject to variation that may be

generated by the operation of other actuators in a multi-user environment (Pannett et al.,

1999). The flow and pressure coefficients, characteizing fluid flow into and out of the

valve, are functions ofload and supply pressure and could vary under different operating

conditions (Watton, 1990). Also, the effective bulk modulus in hydraulic systems could

significantly change under various load conditions, oil temperature and air content in the

hydraulic fluid (Yu et al., lgg4).

Thirdly, unlike electrical actuators, force control of hydraulic actuators is a diff,rcult

problem. In a hydraulic actuator, the control signal acts to activate a spool valve that

controls the flow of hydraulic fluid into and out of the actuator. This flow in turn causes a

pressure differential build-up that is proportional to the actuator force/torque. Even if the

spool valve dynamics are ignored, the control signal fundamentally controls the

derivative of the actuator force and not force itself (Heinrichs et al., 1997). Finally, the

force control problem becomes more challenging when the actuator task also includes

contact. A contact task is generally defined as the ability ofthe actuator to follow a free

space trajectory and then make and maintain contact with the environment for exerting a

desired force. Usually, stability is a crucial issue, especially during the inevitable phase

transition. The natural elasticity of impact or the response of the controller to the transient

can cause the. manipulator to rebound from the environment and may drive the

manipulator into instabilþ (Volpe and Khosla,1993).
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1.2 RelevantBackground

In this section some recent works on the development of methods for force and

motion control for hydraulic actuators are presented.

1.2.1 Contact Task Control

Various initiatives have been focused on the development of control laws, which can

result in a stable controller for manipulators during the transition from free motion to

constrained motion' Some strategies, like impedance control, use a unified control

structure for both free and constrained motion (Mason, 1981; Hogan, lgBT). These

approaches, however, show good perfonnance only under restrictive assumptions such as

an accurate model of the environment, or the maintenance of contact after impact.

Stability is also a major problem and has not yet been clearly addressed (Wu et al.,1996).

Poor performance of these approaches can be attributed to some degree to use of a

unif,red control law in spite of high changes of the system dynamics due to contact.

Therefore, it seems attractive to use different control laws for different phases of motion

to get the best possible performance from the system. Other methodologies use different

controller structures or a controller with different gains to cope with different phases. In

these methods, the discontinuities arising from the control law switching and/or changes

of the system dynamics due to contact are major issues in their stability analysis. For

example, Mills and Lokhorst (1993) proposed a discontinuous controller and discussed its

performance based on the notion of the generalized dynamical system. A practical

approach for controlling the contact transition was also proposed by Payandeh (1996).

The gains of the controller are switched during different phases of motion to achieve

stable contact force regulation. Marth et al. (1993) proposed a model based algorithm
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combined with an explicit force controller for regulating the phase transition. The force

controller is switched on when contact is established.

In all the literature reviewed so far, the actuator dynamics were assumed to be ideal

and capable of producing the necessary force instantaneously, or the controller law was

derived assuming an electrical actuator. No published work exists, prior to this work, that

includes contact task control for hydraulic actuators.

1,2.2 Force and Motion Control in Hydraulic Systems

In the literature several motion control strategies can be found for hydraulic actuators.

To name a few, Vossoughi and Donath (1992) formulated a feedback linearization

method for the control of a single-rod electrohydraulic actuator. The dynamic model of

the system was inverted to cancel the system's nonlinearities. The method, however,

relies on measurements of at least the load's position, velocity and the hydraulic line

pressures. This makes their method not suitable for industrial implementation due to its

complexity. Yao et aI. (1999) applied adaptive robust control to improve the performance

of hydraulic positioning systems. They took into account some nonlinearities and modei

uncertainties such as inertial load and friction of the electrohydraulic system and

designed a discontinuous projection-based adaptive controller. The experimental results

showed that the controller could reduce tracking enors as compared to a PID feedback

controller with velocity and acceleration feedforward terms. Ziaei and, Sepehri (2001)

implemented an indirect model reference adaptive (MRA) control scheme for the

positioning of hydraulic actuators that operate low-cost proportional valves. The

robustness of the parameter adaptation is achieved by employing the recursive least-

square algorithm in combination with dead-zone in the adaptive law. A more
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computationally efficient method, time delay control, was applied by Chin et aI. (1994)

for the positioning of an electrohydraulic servo system under external disturbances. The

experimental results showed that the time delay controller is robust to inertia variations.

external loads as well as the level and type of command inputs.

Robust control methodologies are also used for control of hydraulic systems. pachter

et al. (1997) designed a QFT controller for an electrohydrostatic actuator as part of a

flight control system. The QFT controller nominally was able to track the unit step

command even in the presence of random sensor noise. Thompson and Kremer (1997)

developed a QFT controller for a variable displacement pump system based on a

linearized model with parametric uncertainty. The closed-loop frequency domain

specifications were satisfied, and the corresponding step responses were found to be

reasonable. The validity of the controller was shown through simulations. An overview of

QFT method will be presented in rhe chapter 3 of this thesis.

Regarding force control of hydraulic actuators, there is a relatively scarce amount of

research results presented in the literature. Conrad and Jensen (i987) used combinations

of velocity feedforward, control signal feedback and a Luenberger observer with state

estimate feedback for the force control of a double-rod hydraulic actuator. The simulation

and experimental results, for a constant set-point force, showed over-performance of the

proposed method over conventional (P or PI) force feedback controllers. However, the

variations of load and supply pressures were not considered in their study. Chen et al.

(1990) designed a sliding mode controller for a single-rod hydraulic actuator interacting

with a spring as an environment. Using position, velocity, acceleration, force and

pressure feedbacks, the variable structure controller proved to be capable in both static
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and dynamic force control tasks. The effect of servo-amplifier gain variation was also

examined; however, the variation of environmental stiffness was overlooked in their

study. Sun et al. (1999) employed a sliding mode controller with a perturbation observer

for a single-rod electrohydraulic system. The effect of cylinder position and velocity on

the pressure dynamics was considered as perturbation to the control model, which was

estimated by the observer. Experimental results verified improved steady-state and

transient performances as compared with traditional pID controllers.

Adaptive control strategies have also been considered for hydraulic force control. Liu

and Alleyne (1999) developed a switching control scheme using a Lyapunov-based

adaptive law to reduce parametric uncertainties. The implementation of the controller,

which was based on the measurements of position, velocity, acceleration, pressure and

spool displacement, showed good perfoÍnance for force/pressure high frequency

tracking. Wu et al. (1998) applied a generalized predictive control algorithm to a

hydraulic force control system. The controller was experimentally evaluated for various

environmental stiffnesses and set-points. The method, however, relies heavily on on-line

parameter estimation and consequently demands large computational time. Ziaei and

Sepehri (2001) proposed an adaptive controller that handles hydraulic valve

nonlinearities by incorporating a simple Hammerstein model. Laval et al. (1996) used an

H"o aPProach to robustly control the force exerted by a double-acting symmetric hydraulic

cylinder with a servovalve. The importance of uncertainties in the environment,

measurement noise and nonlinearities on the performance of hydraulic force control

system were highlighted. Limited test results, demonstrating the achievement of a

stability/performance trade-off when utilizing an H.oapproach, were presented.
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Even though a great number of force control concepts, methods and algorithms have

been developed, there is still a big gap between theory and industrial practice. The

reasons have been ascribed to the poor industrial control architecture, which does not

allow the implementation of sophisticated algorithms. Furthermore, no comprehensive

control algorithm dealing with a wide range of uncertainties in hydraulic systems exists.

1.3 Objectives and Scope of this Thesis

The general objective of this research is to contribute to the development of

appropriate controls for industrial hydraulic manipulators interacting with uncertain

environments. Examples of such manipulators are hydraulic robots used in under-water

exploration/inspection and excavators used in mining and construction. The demanding

performance specifications for these applications have motivated researchers to examine

how to improve controllers applied to hydraulic actuators.

More specifically, the goal of this research is to design a robust controller for a

hydraulic actuator to regulate a reference position and a reference force in free space and

constrained environment, respectively, and guarantee stability, particularly during the

transition phase from free space to constrained environment. The designed controller is

expected to satisfy the following requirements:

(Ð be of low-order and easy to implement.

(ii) be able to deal with the nonlinear characteristics of a rugged hydraulic actuator.

(iii) be able to maintain satisfactory performance despite system variations including

up to 300% in environmental stiffness, 300% in pump pressure increase and

100% in reference inputs.
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The quantitative feedback theory (QFT) technique is considered in this research for

designing a robust controller. The QFT technique is a frequency domain method for

control design of systems with large plant uncertainties and performance specifications.

QFT is applicable to both linear and nonlinear systems. Part of the objective of this thesis

is to, for the first time, evaluate and document the application of the QFT technique to

contact tasks control of hydraulic systems especially during force control task.



f)escription of Hydraulic Actuator

Chapter 2

2.1

An experimental test rig was designed and constructed at the Experimental Robotics

and Teleoperation Laboratory, the University of Manitoba, for contact investigation in

hydraulic actuators. The stiff structure of the test rig allows for large contact force

experimentation with high accuracy. The test rig is instrumented with different sensors

for the measurement of hydraulic pressure, actuator position and actuator ram force. With

reference to Figs. 2.1 and, 2.2, the test rig, on which all the experiments have been

performed, consists of a hydraulic power unit, a hydraulic cylinder, a Moog 4076-585

servovalve and a 586/350 personal computer. A hydrodynamic, internal-tooth gear pump,

immersed in hydraulic fluid in the reservoir, provides hydraulic fluid at arate of 5 gallons

per minute (19 L/min) under 3000 psi. The pump is driven through a direct-drive, flexible

coupling by a 10 hp electric motor. The ouþut pressure is adjustable from 100 to

9

Experimental Test Station



2. Description of the Hydraulic Actuator 10

Fig. 2.1: Experimental test station.
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3000 psi through an adjustable relief valve mounted on the pump manifold. The Moog

two-stage servovalve, with a maximum flow of 5 gpm (19 L/min) at 1000 psi, controls

the oil flow from the hydraulic supply unit to the hydraulic cylinder. The ouþut stage of

the servovalve is a closed center, four-way sliding spool. The pilot stage is a symmetrical

double ur gap dry torque motor. Mechanical feedback of spool position is provided by a

cantilever spring. The valve operated within the range of +3 V input signal and has a

dead-band of -0.05 V within which the actuator does not move. The cylinder of the

actuator (with annulus area of 1140 mm'¡ is fixed on a frame and the ram (with area of

11

l- Servovalve

2- Pump with Pressure Regulator

3- Pressure Transducer

4- Incremental Encoder

Fig.2.2: Schematic diagram of the experimental test station.

5- Force Sensor.

6- Environment

7- ReliefValve



2. Description of the Hydraulic Actuator

630 mm2) is equipped with a force transducer and an optical encoder position transducer

with a resolution of -40 counts per millimeter. The force transducer has a capacity of 45

kN and is fixed onto the end of the cylinder. The 12 bit analog-to-digital conversion

allows a force resolution of 10 N when the full range is used. The hydraulic system is

instrumented with three pressure transducers to measure supply, extend and retract

pressures. The computer is equipped with a Metrabyte M5312 quadrature encoder

counter card and a DAS-16 data acquisition card. The DAS-I6 card is used for analog-to-

digital conversion ofthe analog transducer signals (force and pressure transducers). It is

also used to supply the servovalve with a control signal through its digital-to-analog

ouþuts. Springs are used to represent the environment; replacing the spring changes the

stiffrress of the environment.

2.2 Modeling

In this section the mathematical model for a hydraulic actuator interacting with the

environment is derived. This model will be used later for controller design. Here, the

well-known model of manipulator-sensor-environment by Volpe and Khosla (1990) is

coupled with the nonlinear hydraulic actuator dynamics.

2.2.1 Actuator Dynamic Equations

With reference to Fíg 2.3, the force sensor, with stiffrress Æ" and damping d", is

attached to the actuator piston, represented by the mass ma. The environment is

represented by mass mr, damping d" arñ stiffüess k". The dynamic equations describing

the dynamics of this system are:

I2

moï + d* : p,A, - poAo - f - fo

.f = k,(x - *,) + d,(t - t" )

(2.r)

(2.2)
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" | 0 Non-Contact
J - < /-. _-*\ (2.3)

l*"i, + d"i,, + k"(x" - x.) Contact

where x, x, and x* ate the actuator displacement, sensor displacement and the initial

location of the environment with respect to the actuator, respectively. d isthe equivalent

Hydraulic Cylinder

13

Servovalve

rT,

xrp

p,

r'{

Force Sensor

1_

I'
V

Fig.2.3: Schematic of thehydraulic actuator interacting with the environment.
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2. Description of the Hydraulic Actuator

viscous damping coefficient of hydraulic actuator. A¡ and Ao are the effective piston areas.

p¡ and Po ãÍê the input and output line pressures, respectively. f¿ is the external force on

the actuator including gravitational force, m6, and dry friction, f¡ which combines two

major effects namely Coulomb friction and stiction

Experiments were conducted to study the füction force in the hydraulic actuator.

With the actuator not in contact with the environment, the actuator was run at various

velocities and the steady-state velocities were computed off-line by differentiating the

measurements obtained from the linear displacement transducer. The plot of the actuator

velocity versus input signal is shown in Fig. 2.4. Tlne friction force was calculated from

the following equation, which represents the d¡mamics of the actuator moving at a

constant velocity in free space,

FrictionForce= f¡ *di= p,A, - poAo *mog Q.4)

As is shown in Fig. 2.5, the friction is particularly noticeable at low velocities, and

t4

o.2

0.15

0.1

0.05

0

-0.05

-0.1

-0.1 5

-o.2

I

^r\)¿ru
-3

Fig.2.4: Steady-state piston velocity versus input current.

6
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2. Description of the Hydraulic Actuator

then smoothly descends when the piston velocity increases. A Tustin model for friction

has been used by Laval et al. (1996) for friction identification in hydraulic actuators. The

model is expressed as:

where

Friction Force =lf" + f,e-c,lillsign(j;) + d*

/ denotes the Coulomb friction assumed to be constant (invariant with pressure), f,

defines the stiction force and Ct is the lubrication coefficient. The identification of these

model parameters (f", f,,d and C) were performed using a Recursive T,east Mean Square

identification with Matlab software. The coefficients were determined numerically and

the friction estimate based on the Tustin model is shown in Fie. 2.5. As is seen from the

Ir i>o
sign(*)=la i:0, where -1<a<7

I

L-l i<0
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Fig. 2.5: Experimental and simulation plots of füction force versus piston velocity.
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2. Description of the Hydraulic Actuator

results, the parameter estimation (f):23 N, f,:327 \, d:400 N/(m/sec), Cr60ll(m/sec))

and the choice of the mathematical model is emphasizedby good comparisons between

experimental and simulation results.

2.2.2 Servovalve Flow and Dynamic Equations

The servovalve is a typical two-stage type with force feedback. An input current to

the torque motor causes the flapper to change its position. This results in a pressure

differentiai across the spool forcing it to move from the center position between the two

nozzles. This displacement causes a pressure difference between the two ends of a spool

valve. The pressure difference provides a force on the spool, which causes it to change its

displacement. A cantilever leaf spring provides a force feedback on the flapper as a

function of spool position.

The relationship between the input current and the spool position of the servovalve is

now derived. The resultant torque on the flapper is give.n by Watton (1989) and

FitzSimons and P alazzolo ( 1 996),

T6

where i is the current, Æ¡ is the torque motor current gaín, k* is the feedback wire

stiffüess, x,o is the spool displacement, and 7is the resultant flapper torque. The equation

of motion for the flapper can be written in the following form:

where fr¡ is the net stiffness of the flapper, .x¡ is the displacement of the flapper, a;, is the

natural frequency of the flapper, and { is the damping ratio of the flapper. The

k/-k*xro =r¡ (2.6)

(2.7)
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relationship between the position of the flapper and the velocity of the spool is defined

by,

where A,o is the spool end area and kz is the hydraulic amplifier flow gain.

Equations (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8) are combined in the Laplace domain to determine the

transfer function between the spool position and the input current. The resulting transfer

function is

kzx_f : Aroiro

The third order system given by (2.9) gives a very good representation of the actual

valve up to very high frequencies. However, the high frequency dynamics of the

servovalve can be ignored in a reduced order model, provided the desired closed loop

bandwidth is low enough. Experimental and simulation studies have revealed that the real

pole of the two-stage servovalve model dominates the servovalve response and can be

used.as an approximation of the servovalve dynamics (Alleyne, 1996; Merritt, 1967, pp.

212-217). The experimental result of frequency response of the servovalve under

consideration (courtesy of Moog Inc.) is shown in Fig. 2.6. The result verifies that the

first order model gives a very good approximation of the actual valve up to frequencies of

approximately 200 rad/sec. Therefore, the reduced-order model is a first order system

with the same real pole and low frequency gain as the third order model, as follows,

,Y"o(s) _
1(s)

t7

"(4 +4r+1)+ k'k'
'a\ 0,, k¡A,o

krk,

krA*

(2.8)

(2.e)

X,, (s) _ kr/ k*
1(s) (1+ zs)

(2.10)
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Adding the power amplifier gain, the transfer function relating the spool displacement

to the control voltage can be written as:

where (/is the control voltage and k,r:kok2/k , where fr, is the power amplifier gain.

The governing nonlinear equations that describe the fluid flow distribution in the valve

can be written as (Merritt, 1967):

for extension (x,o 2 0)

x"o (s) 
= 

k,,

U(s) (1+ rs)

q, =col,(xÐffi, - o,l

for retraction (xro < 0)

where q¡ and øo represent fluid flows into and out of the valve, respectively. c¿ is the

orifice coefficient of the discharge, p is the mass density of the fluid, p" is the pump

pressure and p"is the return (exit) press ure. A(x,o) represents the relationship between the

l8

q o : co\(x,o)

(2.rr)

?@"
p

q, : coA,(x,o)

.!¡ -c

.q

?@"
p

-10

(2.12a)

101

(2.rzb)

Fig. 2.6: Frequency response for two-stage servovalve.
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2. Description of the Hydraulic Actuator

spool displacement, x,o, and the valve orifice area. For the rectangular port valve in our

system, this relationship can be expressed as:

where nz is the valve area gradient. The above relation was examined experimentally

during steady state runs of the hydraulic actuator and the valve area \¡/as calculated

indirectly from Eqs. (2.12) for different velocities. The experimental results are shown in

Fis.2.7.

A(",r) = yyxsp

1

0

1

c

4

L

è¡

o

t9

ßig.2.7: Valve orifice area versus input current.

2.2.3 Cylinder Flow Equations

(2.13)

AU(y
€)o'

af')
N

U
.A

Neglecting the leakage between cylinder chambers due to effective seals, continuity

equations for the oil flow through the cylinder are:

-1 01
Input Signal (Volt)

- - ,t & , v,(x) dP,
U:-n: 'dt p dt

, dx V"(x) dp 
"Q-=A-"dt p dt

Q.Taa)

(2.14b)



2. Description of the Hydraulic Actuator

where / is the effective bulk modulus of the hydraulic fluid, and V¡(x) and Vo(x) are the

volumes of the fluid trapped at the sides of the actuator. They are expressed as

where v, and v" are the initial fluid volumes trapped in the blind and the rod side of the

actuator.

The pump pressure ouþut is adjustable through a relief valve mounted on the pump

manifold. Sudden velocity changes in the actuator, however, result in flow demands in

the hydraulic supply, which can cause changes in the supply pressure as shown in Fig.

2.8. This may impair the perfoÍnance of the system. Because of the many variables and

nonlinearities involved, prediction of the pressure changes is virtually impossible. Hence,

in this study the supply pump pressure is considered as an uncertain value.

V,(*) =V, + xA,

V,(*)=V, - xAo

20

(2.rsa)

(2.1sb)
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o 800
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Þr ouu
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Fig. 2.8: Drop in supply pressure caused by a sinusoidal input.
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Chapter 3

Controller Design [Ising QFT

Quantitative Feedback Theory (QFT) is a frequency domain method primarily

intended for practical control systøn design given robust performance specifications. The

concept was first introduced by Horowitz in the early 1960's and was later refined by him

and others into a technique (Horowitz, 1992;D'Azzo and Houpis, 1995; Yaniv, 1999).

QFT emphasizes the fact that feedback is only necessary because of uncertainty and that

the amount of feedback should therefore be directly related to the extent of plant

uncertainty and unknown extemal disturbances. The goal of the technique is to design a

low bandwidth controller that satisfies performance specifications, despite system

uncertainties and disturbances. A low bandwidth controller is a key issue in any practical

design to avoid problems with noise amplification, resonance and unmodeled dynamics.

In this chapter a brief outline of the classical QFT problem is presented.

21



3. Controller Design Using QFT

3.1

Figure 3.1 shows a typical two degree-oÊfreedom system in QFT technique when

only output I and command input ^R can be measured independently. Plant P contains

system uncertainties and is exposed to unknown disturbances D1 and D2. G represents the

controller, which can help reduce the variation of the plant output due to uncertainties

and disturbances, while ,F is used merely as a filter to tailor the response to meet the

control system's specifications. The uncertain plant is described as

P(s,a) = Pr(s,a)Pr(s,a) : #, m 1 n (3.1)
po,\d)s" +...+ poo\d)

where ae{L.Rp is an uncertain parameter vector. d2 is a compact set of parameter

variations and can be given as

Q = {a : a, efa,,a,f,i =1,,.., p}

where each uncefiain parameter a¡ (i:I,..-,p) varies independently within an interval

fa,,a,f. Choosing a reference parameter vector, db yields the nominal plant

Ps(s):P(s,a6). Many problems of practical interest can be expressed by the above plant

model (3.1) with parametric uncertainty.

QFT ConfÏguration

22

Fig.3.1: Diagram of a two-degree-of-freedom QFT control system.
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3. Controller Design Using QFT

3.2

The QFT design problem is to synthesize a pair of strictly proper*, rational, stable

functions G(s) and F(s), such that the following specifications are satisfied while the

bandwidth of the controller is kept as low as possible.

(Ð Closed-loop robust stability

QFT stabílity theorem: the uncertain plant family (3.1) is robustly stable if and only

if:

(a) there are no closed right half plane pole-zero cancellations in G(s)P(s, ø),

(b) there is an aosuch that G(s) stabilizes the nominal plant P¿(s): P(s,as), and

(c) zo (ia¡) = PoQat)G(ir¡ + -!ú-Ð-, for all arcfl,æ).' P(ja4a)'

QFT Design Problem

Conditions (a) and (b) can be satisfied during the

Section 3.3) in QFT. The third condition is equivalent to

on the closedJoop gain as follows:

| -,. .l
lrt ¡a¡.a\l=l 

L\J@'d) la¡4' 'r 
l1+ L(ja4a)l

¿J

where L(s,a): P(s,a)G(s) is the open-loop transfer function and Z(s,ø)

loop transfer function. Parameter M imposes a gain margin (according to

on the closedJoop system stability.

(ii) Robust reference inout trackine

For tracking performance requirement,

inequality:

loop shaping process (refer to

placing a magnitude constraint

Y ø e[0,*) (3.2)

is the closed-

GMil +I)M'

the controller should satisff the following



3. Confroller Design Using QFT

where Tu and Tt arc the upper and lower tracking bounds, respectively. Typical frequency

and time domain plots of these bounds are shown in Figs. 3.2a and 3.2b. They are built

from the time domain figures of merit for step responses as outlined by D'Azzo and,

Houpis (1995).

(iii) Disturbance reiection, D¿

The requirement for disturbance rejection is expressed as

T,(a¡) <lnço¡rUo,ùlsT,,(a) y a¡ e[0,-)

where Toq,,a): .o'!t:o), is the transfer function from the disturbance to the output and' l+ L(s,a)

M r,(at) is the magnitude of disturbance rejection.

ry?ëlr,ur,a)l< M o,(a¡)

(iv) Disturbance reiection at plant output, Dz (sensitivity reduction)

For disturbance rejection at plant output, a frequency tolerance is imposed on the

sensitivity function as follows:

24

maxl^S(7ar, a¡l< U o,lat¡ Y a¡ el},arf

where S(s,a)=- j ' is the sensitivity function and Mo,(ø) is the' l+ L(s,a)

disturbance rej ection.

(3.3)

V a el0,a¡rf (3.4)

* 
A transfer function is called slric tly proper if its denominator degree is greater than its nominator degree.

(3.s)

magnitude of
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3. Controller Design Using QFT

3.3 QFT Design Procedure

The design procedure involves the following steps:

1) Generatins the plant ternplate: The region in the Nichols chart occupied b5r the

complex values of PÇat,a) at each frequency is called the plant template (see Fig.

3.3). This essentially charactenzes the plant uncertainty by capturing the gain and

phase variations of the plant at a given frequency. The templates are used to generate

bounds on the Nichols chart for the controller design.

Generating performance bounds: The design specifications outlined in Section 3.2

should be translated into certain bounds on the nominal open-loop transfer function,

Zo (s) - Po (s)G(s) , to reveal the tradeofß between performance specifications and

robustness at each frequency. These bounds are derived either by moving the plant

template between the closed-loop magnitude contours on the Nichols chart or by a

computer search. At any desired frequency, along a phase angle grid line on the

Nichols chart, the computer may be programmed to find the magnitude of L6Çø) that

satisfies the equalities in the design specifications. This magnitude could be marked

as a boundary point on the Nichols chart. This procedure is repeated on sufficient

angle grid lines on the Nichols chart to permit joining the resulting boundary points

by a continuous curve. Examples of bounds are shown in Fig. 3.3. These bounds are

used in the next step as a guide for loop shaping the nominal open-loop transfer

function.

Loop shaping: Once the QFT bounds are determined, the nominal loop transfer

function, Lo(s), should be designed, by adding proper poles and zeroes, to yield a

stable nominal closed-loop, while at the same time satisfuing all bounds. A typical

2)

26
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plot of Z¿(s) is given in Fig. 3.3. An optimum Z¿(s) is one which satisfies the bounds

and decreases in magnitude as rapidly as possible with frequency in order to keep the

controller bandwidth small. During this stage, the designer should effect a tradeoff

between conflicting specifications, controller complexity and the cost of the feedback

in the bandwidth. Once a satisfactoU Loß) is arrived at, the controller can be

extracted from Z¿(s) by dividing it by the nominal plant transfer function P¿(s).

4) Design of prefilter: Design of a proper I¿(s) only guarantees that the variation in the

closedJoop transfer function, T(s,a), is less than or equal to that allowed. Therefore,

.a prefilter is required to bring the response within the lower and upper tolerances,

Tt(a) and T,(at). The prefilter magnitude bound at each frequency is calc-ulated from

the robust tracking specification. A detailed calculation of ^F(s) will be presented in a

later chapter when an actual controller will be designed.
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Design of the QFT Force Controller

Chapter 4

In this chapter, two difFerent approaches, namely linear and nonlinear approaches,

will be utilized to design a robust force controller. In the linear approach, nonlinear

equations of the system are lineanzed about an operating point to obtain a linear transfer

function. In this approach, the variation of the operating point dependent parameters are

included in the model as uncertainty.

The nonlinear approach is based on the identification of linear time-invariant

equivalent models that can precisely represent the nonlinear plant under a wide range of

operation. Thus, the nonlinear approach is not simply a lineanzation of the nonlinear

plant about an equilibrium point. V/ith this approach, many nonlinearities such as

nonlinear valve orifice area openings or variations in the trapped fluid volume, are

incorporated into the design procedure. These nonlinearities are normally overlooked in

conventional linearized methods.

28



4. Design of the QFT Force Controller

4.1 Linear Approach *

The nonlinear equations derived in Chapter 2 are linearized about an operating point

to obtain a linear transfer function. The objective is to utilize this model within the QFT

technique.

4.1.1 Linearized Model

In this section the derivation procedure is followed step-by-step

assumptions and simplifications that are made.

The linearized flow relationships from (2.12) are

Qr:K'rxro-Kton,

eo = K! x,o + K"rp,

where K: (K:) and K'o 6Ð represent flow and pressure sensitivity gains of the valve,

respectively. They are given as follows:

for extension (x*2 0)

29

*: =",*f{0, - o)

*; =",*fto" u")

to highlight the

K'o
c,wx^-

!JP=--
^l2p(p, 

- p,)

K"o =

* A version of this section has been published n IEEE Control Systems Magazine,Yol. 2., pp. 66-77 ,2001,
'Designing Robust Force Control of Hydraulic Actuators Despite System and Environmental
Uncertainties"; N. Niksefat and N. Sepehri.

c twx._

ffi

@.1a)

(4.1b)

fo r r etr acti on (x,, :'0)

u;:"^-f ,0, u)
6-

Ki :caw11(p, - p,)

K'o

K; - c¿wx.^



4. Design of the QFT Force Controller

As is seen, K: (K: ) and Ki 6;) are load- and pressure-dependent variables; hence in

this study, they are considered uncertain but bounded parameters. Assuming small piston

displacements within the vicinity of the mid-stroke, the following approximation can be

made:

V,(*) _V,(x) *l ¡7,*7"¡=çp p p' 2

Thus, Eqs. (2.1a) can be written in the Laplace domain as follows:

Q, = A,sX +CsP,

Qo:AosX-Ct1

Substituting Eqs. (4.1) into (4.3), and rearranging for line pressures:

P,:- A't,x* Ki .x' Cs+K| Cs+K'o sP

P^: Aot x- Ki x_" Cs+Ki Cs+Ki 'P

Eqs. (2.1) to (2.3) can be represented in Laplace form as:

L*ot' + (d +d")s + k"lX - (d,s + k")X, = P,A, - 1A- Fo

f*"t' + (d" +d")s + k, + k"lX, =(d"s + k")X

From (4.6) we have,

30

(4.2)

where 4 (s) : k,(X - X" ) is the measured force by the sensor (see Fig. 2.3). Substituting

(4.4), (4.5), and (4.8) into (4.6) and rearranging it, the controlled force is derived as:

@.3a)

(4.3b)

X(s) | m"sz +(d"+d,)s+k"+k

4,(") k, m"sz +d"s+k"

(4.4)

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)
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where {+qi *u { ?(:).} are the transfer tunctions relating the measur ed, force, F^;
¡x.o(s)J L-4(")J

to the spool displacement and disturbance force, -F¿, respectively:

4" (") = {*3} ..=ox 
"' {#å} *""=,''

where

Â(s) : (Ki + cs)(Ki + cs)(ry(s)p(s) + f,(s)p(s) + ry(s)Ç(s)) + (A,2 s(K'o + cs) + A.2 s(Ki + cs))(ça(s) + ((s))

Qþ)=m"s'+d"s+k"

ø(s)=mosz+d

and

Ç(s):d,s+k,

3l

, 
^(s)

In order to simplifu the above transfer functions, K: (K:) and K'o 6Ð are simply

replaced by K, and Ko. Flence, transfer functions (4.10) and (4.11) are reduced to the

following:

f¿¡ql - k"K"(A, + A")(m"s2 + d"s +k") ø 1)\
¡X"o(s).J (Ko+Cs)((ry(s)ç(s)+Ç(s)rp(s)+ty(s)((s))+(1,2s +A"2s)(cp(s)+l(s))\"'-''

{4.e)

(4.10)

4(") L_
-4(s)

(4.11)

(K o + Cs)((ty (s)ç(s) + Ç (s)p(s) + y(s)((s)) + (1,'?s + A"2 s)(pþ) + l(s))

k,(m"sz + d 
"s 

+ k")(Cs * K,)
4.r3)
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Any variation or approximation in Kj (K"') and K'o ':Ki) are now included as

uncertainty in,K' and Ko, respectively. The above relations are further simplified if the

stiffiress of the force sensor and the piston rod are high, in comparison with the

environmental stiffiress and the hydraulic compliance. Hence, their dynamics are not

excited during contact, and can be lumped together as a rigid body (Wu et al., 1993).

Based on this assumption, Eqs. (4.12) and (a.13) are then rewritten as follows:

I qt"l I- (*"t'+d"s+k")(cs+Ko){ÊÞ- (4.1s)
L-4(")J (K o + cs)(m,sz + (d + d.)s + k") +(A,2 s + Ao2 s)

Further, we assume that the dl,namics of the environment are dominated by a pure

stiffness, k. This type of environment has enjoyed popularity among many researchers

(Seraji and Colbaugh, 1997). The system transfer functions are finally written in their

simplest forms as:

f nt'l I

ix,ñ)i 
=

(K o + Cs)(m,sz + (d + d 
")s 

+ k") + (A,2 s + Ao2 s)

K,(A, + A")(m"s' + d 
"s 

+ k")

32

f¿q\_ x,k"ça,*¿,)

Lx"r(")J (K o + cs)(m"s2 + ds + k")+(A,2 s + Aozs)

Ir,,G)l r"(Ko+cs)

l-n(")J 
: g, + crx*f + * + e + @,, + 4\

Including the dynamics of the valve from Eq. (2.11), the transfer fi¡nction between

measured contact force, FL(s), and control voltage, U(s), is written as:

(4.r4)

(4.r6)

(4.n)

s+A"2s)
(4.18)
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Equation (4.18) is now considered as a parametrically uncertain system. For example,

the uncertainty ranges in K" and Ko reflect variations in the operating point, supply

pressure and, in part, the orifice area gradient. The variations in the environmental

stifûress and damping of the system are included in parameters fr, and d, respectively.

Furthermore, the uncertainty in C represents the changes in the fluid bulk modulus and

the volumes of fluid trapped at the sides of the actuator. The uncertainty in the valve

characteristic is captured in variations of r artd krp. All these parameters are known to

have an effect on the system's stability. Table 4.1 lists the nominal values of all

parameters in Eqs. (4.T7) and (a.18), and their corresponding uncertainty ranges. The

Bode plot of the open-loop transfer functions of the system describing by Eq.(a.18) is

shown in Fig.4.1. The uncertain parameters are grouped into a vector, denoted as ø.

Thus, the system's open-loop transfer function can be shown as

JJ

The plant evaluated at its nominal operating point is referred to here as nominal plant'and

is shown as:

P(s.a\= i¡; t"i]' Lu(")J

P,(s,a):1+ßÌ

where øo is the vector containing all nominal values of the plant transfer function.

4(s) = P(s,ao)

(4.1e)

(4.20)

(4.2r)
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Table 4.1: Operating values and parameter ranges pertaining to the linear transfer function.

Parameter

t-ft¿

d

ma

A¡

Ao

Nominal Value

70

ksp

400

T

10

1.14(1Or',

K,

0.63(10)-

K.

(kN/m)

1.45(10)

(N/misec)

C

30

(ke)

0.45

(m')

2.0(r0)-"

(m')

34

1.s(10)-"

Range

(m/v)

30-100

(msec)

100

80

60

40

20

0

-20

-40

-60

-80

(m"/Pa.sec)

300-500

1.1 1(10)--1.17(10)"

9.9-10.1

(m"/sec)

0.61(10)"-0.6s(10)"

q)

è¡

¿

(m'lPa)

l.3(10)--1.6(10)

20-40

0.3-0.5

0-4(10)-''

1(10)-"-3(10)-"

1o''

Fig. 4.1: Bode plot of open-loop transfer functions.

Frequency (rad/sec)
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4.1.2 Controller Svnthesis

The uncertain transfer functions (4.19) and (4.20) are now used to design a robust

force controller. A strictly proper controller, G(s), and a strictly proper prefilter, F(s), are

to be designed such that the constraints (3.2) to (3.5) be satisfied. The upper and lower

bounds, shown in (3.3) are chosen as follows:

These bounds are built from the time domain figures of merit for step responses such

as peak overshoot, peak time, and settling time (D'Azzo and Houpis, 1995, pp.586-5s9).

In this work, the desired lower tracking bound, fl(s), is built to have an overdamped

response with -1 sec settling time. For this purpose, a model with a real pole at s : -4.8,

and a pair of complex poles are chosen. The real pole must be more dominant than the

complex poles (D'Azzo and Houpis, 1995). Moreover, a high frequency pole at s : -80 is

inserted in T¡(s) which does not affect the desired performance specification but widens

the range between Z,(s) and 4(s) in the high frequency band. The figures of merit for

upper bound, fr(s), are a 5o/o peak overshoot and -l sec settling time. Z,(s) is selected

with three real poles and a zero. The zero is closer to origin than the poles, in order to

have an underdamped response.

As well, M inBq. (3.2) is chosen as M:1.4, implying an approximate gain margin of

3 dB (according to GM >f *ll for the closed-loop system stability. For disturbanceM'

(å+r)
1, (s) = '2'8

(;*rXå+r)({+1)

4(")=

35

(a+lXl+lXL* 9'6" *l),4.8 ''80 "50 s0

(4.22a)

(4.22b)
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rejection it is desired that the output decays to 2o/o of the

The desired specification for the disturbance rejection is

(3.4) as (D' Azzo and Houpis, 199 5, pp. 418-422),

Mo,(a)=lå#*l

The time domain for this bound is shown in Fig. 4.4b. Also, a constant upper bound

for the sensitivity function in (3.5) is considered (i.e., M o,@¡):1.2) to limit the peak

value of the disturbance amplification.

Design frequencies are selected as ø : { 0.01,0.05,0.I,1,5,J,I0,30,50,70,100 }

radlsec. The bounds generated by constraints (3.2) to (3.5) are shown in Fig. 4.2awiththe

uncompensated plant. The nominal open-loop transfer function, Z¿, must be shaped to

satisfy all these bounds at each frequency. For low frequencies, Z¿ should lie on or above

the bounds to satisfli the constraints; however, for higher frequencies in the range, e.g., ú)

: 50, 70 and 100 rad/sec, the constraints generate closed boundaries which Z¿ should not

enter. For the industrial hydraulic actuator under investigation, the valve dead-band

produces a steady-state error in the system response in the absence ofan integrator. For a

zero steady-state error, Z¿ must contain an integrator. Thus, a possible loop can be

obtained by cascading an integrator. Further, a gain of 0.052 is required to bring the

open-loop transfer function within the specification bounds. Two zeroes should be added

to the structure of the controller to satisfo the bounds and to force the nominal loop, Ls, to

the right hand side of the closed boundaries. After several iterations the controller zeroes

were chosen to be s:-3.8 and s:-39. At this stage, I¿ closely follows the bounds up to úF

70 rad/sec. The next step is to add two high frequency poles to allow for a quick descent

maximum value at /":0.1 sec.

satisfied by choosing M o, in

JO

(4.23)
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of the nominal loop to decrease the cost of feedback. Fig. 4.2b shows the final loop

shaping of the system. The controller that satisfies the specifications is:

To satisfy the tracking specifìcation, a prefilter, F(s), is required to place the closed-

loop frequency response in the specified range, between fr(s) and z,(s). Fig 4.3a shows

the frequency response of the closed-loop system without a prefilter where the designed

controller (4.24) only guarantees that the variation in the system's magnitude will be less

than or equal to that allowed. The prefilter is synthesizedby calculating its magnitude

bound at each frequency. For example, in Fig. 4.3a, consider the frequency response of

the control system at û):20 rad/sec. The maximum magnitude variation, 4 is about 9 dB

: 3-(-6), which is less than the amount allowed for this frequency, i.e. õo¡ : lT,(Ì20)l-

lZíÌ20)l: -15-(-30) : 15 dB. The acceptable magnitude of the prefilter at this frequency is

then found to be, -30-(-6) <lF(iz})l < -15-(3). By applying the above procedure for the

design frequency range, a suitable prefilter is found to be:

0.052(rL+l)tl+t)
G(s): '3'8 "39

"(å+1)(1+l)
(4.24)

The closedJoop Bode plots of the plant for extreme parameter conditions are given in

Fig. 4.3b. The corresponding closed-loop simulated time responses to a step input of

1000 N and a step disturbance of 1000 N are shown inÎig.4.4.

F(s):
rå*r¡(-L+r)

(4.2s)
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4.1.3 ExperimentalResults

The controller described by transfer function (4.24) was discretized and implemented

on the experimental test stand using the Tustin method in Matlab environment. The

maximum achievable sampling frequency, 200 Hz, was used for the controller. The

effects of variation in environmental stiffüess, supply pressure and force set-point were

experimentally studied. First the variation of environmental stifÊress was studied by

utilizing different springs. Two different springs with stifÊresses of 35 kN/m and 100

kN/m were used for this purpose. The result shown in Fig. 4.5. As is seen, the

controller was capable of handling the changes in the environmental stiffness and the

steady-state elrors are small. With reference to Fig. 4.5, responses exhibit initial delays

mainly due to small dead-band and dry friction in the servovalve used in this experiment.

The effect of valve dead-band was not incorporated into the QFT design procedure and

was only handled by cascading an integrator in the controller. The corresponding pump

pressure for this experiment is shown in Fig. 4.6.

Fig. 4.7 compares the test results for three different reference forces (500 N, 750 N

and 1000 N) and with similar environmental stiffness (75 tò{/m). As shown in this figure,

despite changing the loading condition, the system's rise time did not change

considerably. The ability of the controller to cope with pump pressure variations was also

tested. Typical results are shown in Fig. 4.8, where the pump pressure was varied I00%.

The control signal is shown in Fig. 4.9.

4T
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4.2

The approach taken in this section is to first identiff linear time-invariant equivalent

models that can precisely represent the nonlinear plant under a wide range of operation.

Two methods are employed to find the equivalent models. The first method utilizes

experimental input-output data obtained directly from acceptable perfonnance of the

actual system. Generally this method is applicable to linear or nonlinear plants for which

no analytical model is available (Horowitz, 1992). For example, this method has been

applied to design a controller to automate a welding process and the input-output data set

was generated by experienced welders (Bentley, lgg}). This method is also suitable for

implementation on complex hydraulic systems, such as excavator machines, for which

the derivation of mathematical models and the determination of many parameters are

difficult and time-consuming. The second method is model-based and employs the

general nonlinear mathematical model of the system. The acceptable input-output set is

derived anal¡ically or through numerical simulations. This method has been successfully

applied to design robust flight controllers based on a nonlinear model of the aircraft

(Miller et al., 1992). In this work, a nonlinear mathematical model of the hydraulic

actuator interacting with an environment, derived in Chapter 2, is employed. The input-

ouþut data set obtained from either the experimental or model-based method is then used

within an algorithm proposed by Golubev and Horowitz (1982) to derive the equivalent

time-invariant plant models. Once the equivalent time-invariant plant models are derived,

Nonlinear Approach *

45

* A version of this section has been published n IFAC Journal of Control Engineering Practice, Vol. 8,
pp. 1335-1345, 2000, "Design and Experimental Evaluation of a Robust Force Controller for an Electro-
Hydraulic Actuator via Quantitative Feedback Theory"; N. Niksefat and N. Sepehri.
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a robust conholler is designed to provide desirable performance for the entire set of

members.

4.2.1- Controller Design

In Fig. 4.10, the controller G(s), and the prefilter .F(s), are to be designed to meet

frequency bound specifications, where w e 7/'describes any member of the nonlinear

and/or time-varying plant. Let set ?contain all acceptable plant outputs, yo. The linear

time-invariant equivalent of rz'is defined as

t:{n,lp"o =H,lo e ?,xo =

46

where 91..1 denotes the Laplaee transform. If it is possible to solve the resulting linear

time-invariant equivalent problem, then the same F(s) and G(s) guarantee the solution of

the original nonlinear problem. The following is a brief outline of the proof.

For any xo and w e ff define a mappin g on 
"r: 

{vþt,f ; y 
" 

e g} :

Fig. 4.10: Two-degree-of-freedom QFT control system.

w-' (y ,), * . -\

Nonlinear Plant

(4.26)

@(Y") =

A(s)F(s)c(")r,å3

r + G(s) 
r" (s)

' 'x.(s)
(4.27)
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If Ø maps ft onto itself and is continuous, then, based on Schauder's fixed point theorem

(Horowitz, 1992,pp.308-312), there exists a fixed point,

where

which clearly gives a solution Yo* to the original nonlinear problem of Fig. 4.10 with

Yo € %, the acceptable plant ouþut set. The most important condition in the proof is that

in Eq. (4.28), Ø maps ?, onto itself and this is achieved (given the same F and G) for all

w e %- Recall the definition of 4 and it is seen that this condition is precisely the

condition for which the linear time-invariant equivalent problem is solved.

Once the acceptable plant input-output set is determined, experimentally or

numerically, Golubev's method is applied. Golubev's method takes the time histories of

input-ouþut signal pairs and determines a linear transfer function relating the two. To

demonstrate this, consider an input-ouþut pair, (xÁt), y?{t)) on /e[0, Tf. Let z,:{x(¿)}

and ?¡:þ(r)) be the sets of all extensions of x(r) and,y(t)to [0,æ) such that gx{t)]:X(s)

and sly(t)l:I'(s) exist with A:{X(s)} and %:{fG)}. Also, let -r:,:{F(s):Y(s)lX(s);

X(s)e 2,, Y(s)e q j. R(s) is a rational function, whose coeffrcients should be determined,

in the form of:

R(s)r(s)cu,ä3
v*-
Id 

-

1+G(s)#

x" = G(sXR(s)F(s) - I,. (s))

47

(4.28)

R(s) =
P. (s)

msrk
LPos

_ ,t=0

O,þ) fnoro
k=0

(4.2e)
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The distance between R(s) and -5is defined by:

d(R,-1¡: inf ilz"Uùv(¡') - n'(¡')x(¡')l' o,- x.a'-va ! (ia¡)" 
I

Applying Eq. @.29) in (4.30),

i l-¡-: inr llLqr:gPr-ior \iÐl'a,
xe4 ye%,-ú)k--.o (ja¡)"-* îi- " Uro)'-.1

Fiom the Parseval Formula (Golubev and Horowitz, rg92), Eq. (a.31) will be equal to,

d (R, -q¡ : inf îflf n rr'r-"' (r) - i o or'o-' a>l a, Ø.32)
xe7 yeq J"li=o É=o I

d(R,-1¡ =
:linf ll

Xe< ve<:l

fqoUÐoY(i,) -
k=0

where

T
k=0

48

(ia¡)"

Denoting the expression under the integral in Eq. (4.32)by I(R,x,y), we have

ro T a -l
l0 r ø

d(R,.4): 
.. inf. | ! tçn,r,y¡at + [ tçn,x,y)dt + ! 4n,*,¡d,l=inrþ +r2+r3l t+.::l
Xeal yefl_* o r ) 

-' ' r'

where 1r:0 because ¿y:0 for r<0. Since x and y are arbitrarily define d for t>7, therefore

for any P^ and Qn there exist x and y such that 13:0. This means that for an arbitrary x(r)

for t>7, and for arbitrary P^ and Q,, y(t) is the solution to the equation

poQø). X(jat)

(4.30)

y(o) (t): y(t), ,(-n-r) ç¡: [/-,, (r)dr
0

(4.3r)

with initial values y(o)Q) known from ye [0,2] calculated from the rational function

approximation. Hence, d(R,g):inf 12:12, because /2 does not depend on the choices of

Lq oy'o' qt¡ =i p o*@ G)
k=0 k=0

(4.34)
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the extensions of x and y in (7,æ). Replacing the integral Iz in Eq. (a.33) by the

corresponding sum

where x(r) and y(t) are given at points t:0,h,2h,...,Nh:7. Next p¿ and q¡ should be

determined as coefficients of linear regression by the least square method. For this

pu{pose, in this thesis, a computer program in Matlab has been written to solve this

regression problem.

Golubev's method is powerful as compared to other existing methods (e.g, Graupe,

1972; Eykhoff, lg73) since: O it can work when plant input-output data are available

only over finite time intervals, i.e. [0, T], (ii) it determines the transfer function directly,

without calculating the Laplace transforms of the input and ouþut signals separately, and

(íii) itinvolves only integration of the data and is therefore highly immune to noise.

4.2.2 Derivation of Linear Time-Invariant Equivalent Models

o Experímental method

In this section the equivalent linear time-invariant models are derived based on the

experimental data obtained from the test stand shown in Fig. 2.1. The input is the voltage

applied to the servovalve and the output is the reading of the force sensor. To extract the

acceptable plant outputs, we apply a proportional controller and a second-order prefilter,

similar to the configuration shown in Fig. 4.10. The prefilter is inserted to shape the

reference input and to prevent the control signal from saturation. For each operating

condition, the proportional controller gain is adjusted by trial-and:error to produce

responses with acceptable design specifications. The design specifications are to have

uln * 12
I, = h>lLq ov'o-' (ih) -lr or(o-") {ih) 

|
¡=l L¿=o k=0 J

49
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settling time of -1 sec and maximum percent overshoot less than 5olo for the compensated

system. The acceptable input-output signals are recorded over the following range of

parameter changes:

For practical cases, a limited number of combinations is sufñcient. However, these

combinations should include the extreme working conditions. Typical experimental

responses are shown in Fig. 4.1 1. For each input-ouþut pair, Golubev's method is applied

to directly derive the plant rational transfer function. Using this method, the hydraulic

actuator in contact with the environment can be represented by a family of second-order

transfer functions having the following form:

Environmental stiffiress

Pump supply pressure

Desired contact force

30 to 100 kN/m

500 to 1500 psi

where a, el\al2.l,2I.5l, ü2 €[0.01, 0.5] and a, e [15.6,44]. Bodeplotsof the

above transfer functions are shown inFis. 4.12.

o Nonlinear model-bssed method

500 to 1000 N

50

This method, unlike the experimental one, is based on the mathematical model of the

system. A numerical algorithm is presented which, given the desired output, calculates

the required input. First a set of acceptable output responses is generated. Then a

numerical algorithm is developed, based on the mathematical nonlinear model, to

determine the corresponding input set. A simple means for generating acceptable plant

responses, y"(t)--rt^Q), is to set

P"r(s,a):
(s+ar)(s+ar)

ar
(4.36)
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where

t-

Í, (") = sl_y"(t)l= af(s)
D

Note that the acceptable responses generated by (4.37) satisfo the specifications

previously set (i.e., 1 sec settling time and 5o/o maximum overshoot). Fig.4.l3a shows the

generated acceptable ouþut derived from (4.37). Assuming a desired contact force

trajectory,f¿o(r), defined by @.37) on a finite interval f},Tf, actuator displacement, x¿",(t),

and the force required by the actuator,f,(t) can be derived as,

z(s): .. s..- 9.6 s'(1+-)(1+îs+ _)a' 50 50'

É e [500,1000]

a e[5,25f

52

f,(t) = p,(t)A, - p"(t)A" = m"e!) + dþ(t) + k"ç(t) =V/(t)

(4.37)

x¿",(t)=ry=eQ)
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Fig.4.l2z Piant frequency responses obtained from experimental approach.

(4.3e)

(4.40)
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Note the above relations hold assuming a pure stiffüess environment. From (4.40) one

can obtainp, (dropping /, which denotes the time dependency, for simplicity):

oo=W
Ao

The relations between Q¡ and 8o fromEqs. (2.12) are

Jap, - p)
ù¡:Qo t.,l(p, - p")

Inserting Q¡ and Qo fuom (2.14) inlo (4.42), substitutin9 po with (4.41) and rearranging

(4.42) to derivep;, yields,

n 
-ñYi-ao t- (t"o<0)

^!\P, - P")

,,rrrffu".ry$,r,
: (l(p,,e,rþ,V,V)

(x,o ) 0)

(4.4r)

þ,:

Equations (4.43) are solved numerically given any pre-specified contact force trajectory,

f¿^(t).Consequent|y, po, Q¡ artd Qo àÍe obtained from Eqs. (4.41) and (2.14) recursively.

The spool displacement is then derived from Eqs. (2.12) as follows:

--. -l P,A,-tttY,@l,lþ---" 'v^' Ao

:fl(p,, ç,cþ,V,V)

(4.42a)

(4.42b)

(x,o à 0) @.a3a)

f="sp
Q¡

6-
^11(p, - 

p,)
\p

@,p < 0) (4.43b)

WC¿

(""o > o) @.a4a)
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The required input signal to achieve the desired contact(2'rr): 
u=(+)+*(!)*,"

k,o dt k,o

xro

The above algorithm based on Eqs. (4.43) to (4.45), was examined for different desired

ouþut forces, and the uniqueness of the solutions was checked by solving Eqs. (2.1)

through (2.15) straightforward. There was excellent agreement between the results of the

simulation program and the acceptable plant ouþuts. Various combinations of the system

parameter ranges are shown inTable 4.2.

Table 4.2: Opercting values and parameter ranges pertaining to the nonlinear model.

8¡tr_
./-(P¡ - P")
t'| p

wca

(",, < o)

force is determined from Eq.

Parameter

55

(4.44b)

ne

d

ma

A¡

Ao

Nominal Value

70

nsp

400

(4.4s)

t

10

1.14(10)-

Ps

0.63(10)

w

(kN/m)

1.4s(10)

(N/misec)

p

30

(ke)

1000

(m')

1.0(10)

(m")

1.0(10)'

Range

(m/V)

30-100

(msec)

300-500

1.1 1(10)--1.17(10)'

(psi)

9.9-10.1

0.61(10)--0.6s(10)"

(m)

(Pa)

1.3(10)*-1.6(1 0)*

20-40

0.9s(10)"-l.0s(10r-

s00-1s00

0.5(10)'- l .s(10)'
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Note that the above variations are similar to the experimental approach except that the

variation of the fluid bulk modulus is also included. The effective bulk modulus of a

hydraulic system could significantly change under various load conditions, oil

temperature and air content in the oil (Yu et al., 1994). Acceptable plant inputs,

corresponding to acceptable plant outputs generated by Eq. (4.37), are shown in Fig.

4.13b. For each input-ouþut pair, Golubev's method was applied to directly derive a

rational transfer function. It was found that the hydraulic actuator in contact with the

environment can be represented by a family of second-order transfer functions having the

following form:

where a, e1001T.7,25.91, dz ê[-0.0025,+0.048] and a, ef17.3,45.61. The Bode plots

of the family of kansfer functions are shown in Fig. 4.14.

For disturbance rejection, D1, the equivalent models relating the output to disturbance

should be derived. In this case, a set of acceptable responses is first defined in the

presence of disturbance. The acceptable ouþut is generated as

56

P"o(s,a):
(s + ar)(s + ø, )

where

a,r

Fr* (s) = el.fa^(r)l = !f(")
s

It is desired that the ouþut due to disturbance to dissipate with a settling time of 0.1 sec.

The responses generated by (4.47)are shown in Fig. 4.15. The dynamic equation of the

hvdraulic actuator will be

Z(s) =
(1+ s )(t*2€ r* "'=)' 1000" 100 100"

(4.46)

k el0,27l

{ ell,I.3l

(4.47)

(4.48)
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where

-f , (r) = p, (t) A, - p 
" 
(t) A. - ffi oi ou (t) - d* o^ (t) - k 

"x 
o^ (t)

and I, is the acceptable input force which should be calculated. For the disturbance

rejection case, Eqs. (2.14) simplifii to (dropping t, which denotes the time dependency,

for simplicity):

Þ,=ffi**,

þ"=9io^v"(*0",) "'

By substituting (4.51) in (4.49), we have

xo*(t)=ry

nt2

¡" : 1,.[ I *oodt - f 1#:*^dt * moioo t &¿o + k"xoo) (4.52)t V,(x,",) t V,(*0",) u6 a a'

The above equation can be solved numerically for different acceptable ouþuts,f",(t), and

different parameter listed in Table 4.2. For each input-output pair, Golubev's method is

applied to directly derive a rational transfer function relating the output to the disturbance

input. The equivalent models for this case are found to be

58

(4.4e)

(4.s0)

Po 
"n(s,a) 

: ,:J- 
-s- +a.zs+d'3

where a, eI03 [3,10] , dz €[30,50] and a, e 103 [ 8.],27 .27.

'We conclude this section with some observations about the results obtained for the

equivaient plant sets, based on the two methods. With reference to Eqs. (4.36) and (4.46),

both methods have produced similar transfer functions. The range of the open-loop poles,

(4.sra)

(4.s1b)

(4.s3)
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ø, found by the model-based approach, however, includes small positive values. These

unstable poles were found when Golubev's method was applied to high velocity

responses with overshoots (see Fig. 4.13a). Note that high velocity responses did not

appear in our experiments due to the utilization of a proportional controller and the

limitation for its adjustment. In the next section, the family of transfer functions found by

the model-based approach is used for the controller synthesis.

4.2.3 Controller Synthesis

A strictly proper controller, G(s), and a strictly proper prefilter, ,F(s), are to be

designed such that the constraints (3.2) to (3.5) be satisfied. In Eq. (3.2), M:1.4 which

implies an approximate gain margin of 3 dB (according to GM ar* j> for the closed-

loop system stability. The upper and lower bounds shown in Eq. (3.3) are chosen to be

the same as the linear method, i.e., Eqs. (4.22)- The frequency domain plots of these

bounds are given in Fig. 4.I7. For the disturbance rejection criteria, the specification is

selected to be similar to the linear approach, i.e., Eq. (4.23).In addition, we consider a

constant upper bound for disturbance attenuation in Eq. (3.5), M o,(r) =I.2, to limit the

peak value of the disturbance amplification. The bounds generated by constraints (3.2) to

(3.5) are shown in Fig. 4.16, for selected frequencies. The nominal open-loop transfer

function, Lo(s), must be shaped to satisff all of these bounds at each frequency.

Furthermore, for the industrial hydraulic actuator under investigation, valve dead-band

produces steady-state errors in the system responses in the absence ofan integrator factor.

To remove the steady-state errors, Z¿ should contain an integrator. Hence, a possible loop
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can be obtained by cascading an integrator. The final loop shaping of the system (without

violating the bounds) is shown in Fig. 4.16. The following controller is proposed:

The prefilter is designed such that the closed-loop frequency responses lie between

the tracking boundaries, fr(s) and 7',(s). The suitable prefilter is determined as

G(s) =

0.04(:+1)(l+1;'3.8 "38

Figure 4.17 shows the closed-loop frequency responses for the equivalent transfer

function family. The magnitudes of the disturbance transfer functions are also compared

to their corresponding bounds in Figs. 4.18 and 4.19. Note that the closed-loop frequency

responses all satisff the design specifications for the equivalent transfer function family.

To evaluate the controller, it should be implemented on the original nonlinear system.

The following experimental tests are then performed for this pu{pose.

"(#+¿s+r)

-F(s) =

60

tå.1)(l+1)

(4.54)

(4.s5)
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4.2.4 Experimental Results

The controller described by (4.54) was implemented on the experimental test rig

described in Chapter 2.The effects of variation of environmental stiffüess, pump pressure

and loading were particularly evaluated. First, the variation of environmental stiffrress

was tested. Two different environmental stiffnesses of 35 and 100 kN/m were used. The

test results are shown in Fig 4.20. In spite of environmental stiffuess variation of about

300o/o, the system responses remained insensitive and the steady-state errors were small.

With reference to Fig. 4.20, the experimental results exhibit initial delays mainly due to

the valve dead-band and friction. The actuator displacement and the control signal for

such a trial are shown in Figs. 4.21 and 4.22, respectively. The control signal is smooth,

however it contains high frequency osciliations originating from the noise in the force

sensor.

Figure 4.23 compares the test results given three different set-point forces (500 N,

750 N and 1000 N). In spite of changing the loading condition by T00%o, the system's

performances, i.e. rise time and overshoot, did not change considerably as depicted in

Fig. 4.23. The ability of the controller to cope with pump pressure variations was also

tested. Typical results are shown in Fig. 4.24, where the pump pressure was varied by

100%. As is seen in Fig. 4.25, control effort is reduced for higher pump pressure.

A test was arranged to investigate the repeatability of the controller and the effect of

long term system operation on the response. A 1000 N step response was performed first,

and once again after the machine had been in continuous operation for more than one

hour. With reference to Fig. 4.26 andFig. 4.27, there is no noticeable difference between

the two responses. Finally, the ability of the control system to follow a step input square
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wave function was investigated. With reference to Fig. 4.28, the system displays good

tracking performance. It is, however, seen that the response contains slightly higher

overshoots in retraction strokes. This phenomenon is mainly due to different piston cross

sectional areas, which results in different plant gains for extension and retraction strokes.

Note that the design procedure, as outlined here, made no allowance for such a large

retraction stroke in the square wave step input. The control signal for this experiment is

shown inFig.4.29.

4.3

In this chapter, two QFT force controllers were designed based on linear and

nonlinear approaches. Both controllers were successfully implemented on the

experimental test station and the results were discussed. In the following, these two

approaches are further discussed and are compared:

(Ð In both approaches, a famlly of transfer functions were derived to describe the

system over the uncertainty range. The Bode plots of open-loop transfer functions of

the system are shown in Figs. 4.1 and 4.14. Both approaches ended up with similar

transfer functions; however, the transfer functions derived from the linear approach

include a set of high frequency complex poles. These complex poles were not

detected during the system identification based on the nonlinear approach. Indeed,

the high frequency complex poles were quite above the system's bandwidth, so that

they had no significant effect on the identification results. Consequently, in the

nonlinear approach (model-based or experimental), only the part of the system

dynamics which had an effect on the design was included in the model. Because of

Summary and Comparison
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this, the design procedure became simpler and required less computational effort,

especially during the loop shaping, in the nonlinear approach.

(ii) The Bode plot of the controllers derived from the linear and nonlinear approaches,

i.e., (4.24) and (4.54), are shown in Fig. 4.30. Except for a small gain difference

between the two conhollers at low frequencies, both controllers matched well at the

high frequency range. Higher controller gain based on the linear approach was

mainly due to the overestimation of the system gains that form parameters K" and Ko

in Eq. (4.18).

(iii) ln the nonlinear approach, the nonlinearities and variation in the operating point

were incorporated directly into the design procedure. However, in the linear

approach, the nonlinearities and the variation in the operating point were considered

through uncertainty ranges in parameter K, and Ko. Therefore, the accuracy and

validity of the design in the linear approach are highly dependent on the selection of

these parameters. Unfortunately, the identification of these parameters over the large

range of variation of operating point is a difficult and time consuming task which

needs experience and some design trial-and-error.
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Design of the QFT Position Controller

Chapter 5

In this chapter, a QFT position controller will be designed for the hydraulic actuator

to manipulate it in free space motion. The nonlinear approach, used for force controller

design in Section 4.2, is adapted here for position control design.

5.1 Derivation of the Linear Time-Invariant Equivalent Models

The first step is to generate a set of acceptable input-ouþut pairs, based on the

nonlinear mathematical model of the system. An acceptable ouþut response is to have I

sec settling time and 5olo maximum overshoot. A simple means to generate the output

response, xdo(t), is to set

where

x o^G) = eLx¿o(r)l = LrG) k e [0.001,0.05]
s

I(s) =

(r * {xr. 
?f ". o,

a el5,25l

(s.1)

(s.2)
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To calculate the acceptable input set, a numerical algorithm is developed similar to

one arrived at in Section 4.2.2. For free space motion of the actuator the dynamic

equation of the system can be written as (assuminçf¿:0 in Eq. (2.I))

Inserting xdo(t) in the above equation and rearranging it to derive po (dropping t,

which denotes the time dependency, for simplicity) yields:

moi 0",(t) + d* d*Q) = p,Q) A, - p 
"(t) 

A, : t//(t)

The relations between Q ¡ and q o from Eqs. (2. I 2) are

f7=fo

Inserting e¡ artd qo fuom (2.14) into (5.5), substituting p, with (5.4) and rearranging (5.5)

to derivep¡ yields

p,A,-ffioi¿u - ü0,,

73

Ao

(s.3)

(r"o > o)

v,(x o^, lOf - p 
" 
+*Pt,l-p 

" n,
= {l(p,, x¿",)

(",o < o)

(s.4)

=Çl(p,,x¿",)

r,,@o*)f,p, *f .WPL,tp- p"

(s.sa)

(5.5b)

(x,p 2 0) (5.6a)

(x,p < 0) (5.6b)
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Equations (5.6) can be solved numerically given any pre-specified trajectory, x¿",(t).

Consequently, po, q¡ and goàre obtained from Eqs. (5.4) and (2.14) recursively. The spool

displacement is then derived from Eqs. (2.12) as follows:

The required input signal to achieve the desired contact force is then determined from Eq.

(2.11):

-'sp
Q¡

t.,

^la(p, - p,)
\p

WC¿

Equations (5.6) to (5.8) were solved numerically for various combinations of the

system parameters listed in Table 5.i. Typical acceptable responses, generated by the

proposed algorithm, are shown in Fig. 5.1. For each input-output pair, Golubev's method

was applied to directly derive a rational transfer function. It was found that the hydraulic

actuator during free space motion could be represented by the following transfer

functions:

4¡

(x,o 2 0)

74

,:(;;)+.r*r*,,

(""o < o)

(s.7a)

where a, e10.77,4.11 , a, e [-0.0076,+0.027] and a, e116.7,44.31. The Bode plots of

the family of transfer functions are shown in Fig. 5.2.

(s.7b)

P"n(s,a) =

(s.8)

(s+ør)(s+ar)
d,l

(5.e)
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Parameter

Table 5.1: Operating values and parameter ranges.

d
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ksp
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For the disturbance rejection, the equivalent models relating the output to disturbance

should be derived. In this case, a set of acceptable responses is first defined in the

presence ofdisturbance. The acceptable output is generated as

and

t-
xo*(s)= eLxau(r)l= ar(Ð k e [-1.6,1.6]

s

It is desired that the system's response to disturbance is dissipated within a settling time

of 0.25 sec. The dynamic equation of the hydraulic actuator will be (ftO in Eq. (2.1)),

Z(s) =

0+#Xt+\r. *l

where /l is the input force which should be calculated. For the disturbance rejection

case, the Eqs. (2.14) simpliff to (dropping /, which denotes the time dependency, for

simplicity)

l0-o s

f"(t) = p, (t) A, - p 
"(t) 

A" - m,ï 0""(t) - ü o^Q)

Þ,:ffi*^

þ,=#,io*v,(ro^) "'

By substituting (5.13) in (5.12) we have,

€ ell.3,l.7l

(s.10)

(s.1 1)

The above equation is solved numerically for different acceptable ouþuts, xfr), and

different parameters listed in Table 5.1. For each input-ouþut pair, Golubev's method is

f' = 1#i^dt - I#i^dt *moioo + üo^f

(s.r2)

(5.13a)

(s.1 3b)

(5.r4)
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applied to directly derive a rational transfer function relating the output to the disturbance

input. The equivalent models for this case are found to be

where ø, e[30,501 and a, e103[5.7,I1.2].

5.2 Controller Design

A position controller, G(s), and a prefilter, F(s), should be designed to satisfy the

following specifi cations

(Ð Closed-loop robust stabilitv

Po"o(s,a): t 
o'1

' ,s- +af +a2

where L(s,a): P"o (s,ø)G(s) is

(ii) Robust reference input

For tracking performance

inequality:

lrl¡a,a¡l=l#hl='o

7B

the openJoop transfer function.

( 9 + t\(& *rrr(i a¡)' *9'6i' * t\'4.8 " 80 s0 s0

(s.1s)

The upper and lower tracking bounds impose 5olo maximum percentage of overshoot and

about 1 sec settling time.

(iii) Disturbance reiection. D¿

It is desired that the ouþut decays to 2 percent of the maximum value in less than

0.25 sec. Therefore, the requirement for disturbance rejection is expressed as

requirement, the controller should

Va¡ e[0,*) (5.16)

satisfu the following

Var e [0,.o¡(5'17)
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where T^ß,a) - P¿"r(s'd) is the transfer function from the disturbance to the output.' l+L(s,a)

(vi) Disturbance reiection at plant output, Dz

For sensitivity reduction over the specified bandwidth, an upper bound is imposed on

the sensitivitv function as follows:

t- ¡. ., -, 8.75x10-3 iat I

maxl,¿ ^ 1 1 0.d )l < l-------:-lã.et u'" ' tt 
lUù, +3.aÇat)+ll

The bounds generated by constraints (5.16) to (5.19) are shown in Fig. 5.3 for

selected frequencies. The nominal open-loop transfer function, Lo(s), must shape to

satisfu all of these bounds at each frequency. Furthermore, for the industrial hydraulic

actuator under investigation, valve dead-band produces steady-state errors in the system

responses in the absence of an integrator factor. To remove the steady-state errors, I¿

should contain an integrator. Hence, a possible loop can be obtained by cascading an

integrator. The final loop shaping of the system (without violating the bounds) is shown

in Fig. 5.3. The following controller is proposed:

maxl,s(iro.a\l:l 1 l=r.,
aec) ' ll+ L(jø,a)l

Yat e[0,*)

79

(5. r 8)

Ya¡ e[0,10]

The prefilter is designed such that the closed-loop frequency responses lie between

the tracking boundaries, Z¡(s) and Z,(s). The suitable prefilter is determined as

(5.1e)

G(s):
470(l-+1)(-L+l)

F(s) =
(1+ 1)'65

f*.l)(rl + 1)

(5.20)

(s.2r)
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Figure 5.4 shows the closed-loop frequency responses for the equivalent transfer

function family. The magnitudes of the disturbance transfer functions are also compared

to their corresponding bounds in Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6. To evaluate the controller, the

following experimental tests are then performed on the original nonlinear system.
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5.3

Figure 5.7 shows the step response of the QFT controller when a position command

of 30 mm was applied. Both the upper and lower tracking bounds are shown in dotted

lines. The desired settling time and maximum percentage of overshoot are achieved with

the robust controller. The velocity of the actuator is shown in Fig. 5.8, which has a

maximum of 75 mrnlsec. The control signal during the experiment, depicted in Fig. 5.9,

is far below the saturation limit. Pump pressure during this experiment is depicted in Fig.

5.10.

Experiments were also run for different levels of command inputs. As is clearly

observed in Fig 5.1 1, the wide range of command inputs have little effect on the transient

responses and, at the same time, there are no visible steady state errors on the responses.

The performance of the controller was further examined during variation in pump

pressure. As shown in Fig 5.l2,the variation of the pressure from 1500 psi to 750 psi has

no efFect on the responses. However, its effect can be seen from the control signals (Fig.

s.1 3)

Figure 5.14 shows the case when a load disturbance was applied to the actuator. In

this experiment, the disturbance force is generated by a spring mounted under the ram.

The disturbance load of cycling type (see Fig. 5.15) varies between 600 N to 1400 N.

Considering the steady-state accuracy as well as the transient response, the actuator is

sufüciently robust to external disturbance. Its control signal is shown in Fig. 5.16.

Experimental Results
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Fig. 5.9: Control signal pertaining to experiment in Fig. 5.7.
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Fig. 5.14: System response under disturbance load.
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QFT Contact Task Controller

Chapter 6

The goal of this chapter is to combine the position controller and the force controller

designed previously to construct a contact task controller. Therefore, a switching control

law is proposed to move the actuator in both free space and constrained space and

simultaneously be robust to system and environmental uncertainties.

6.1

The objective is to construct a controller (Ð to be robust in the presence of

uncertainties and satisfu the performance requirements, and (ir) to guarantee the stability

of contact during the transition phase. The robustness and performance of the designed

position and force controllers were shown previously. The following simple strategy is

proposed for the transition between free space and constrained motion: while in free

space, use the position control law given in (5.20). Upon the contact, switch to the force

control law given by $.5$ in the constrained space:

Construction of the Contact Controller

89
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The prefilter is constructed from (5.21) and (4.55):

G"("):

Gr(s):
0.04-{-+1)(¿+1)

where subscript c denotes contact, and subscripts p and f denote position and force,

respectively.

90

4(s):

Contact detection utilizes the measurement of interaction forces. When the force

measurement,.f", is greater than or equal tof., the controller is switched to force control;

otherwise, the controller is maintained in position control. The minimum detectable force,

l*, is dependent upon the sensitivity of the force sensor used in the experiment. The

schematic diagram of the switching system is shown in Fig. 6.1.

{o(s) =
{}*r¡

t**r)(|+r)

I
4(") =

(6.1)

tå*r)(fr+r)

(6.2)
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6.2 Stabitity Analysis of the Contact Controller

The stability of the QFT force and position control systems are satisfied separately

based on the Fixed Point theorem (Horowitz, 1978; Banos and Bailey, 1996). For the

contact task controller, however, the discontinuity arising from the switching controller

causes the dynamic system under investigation to become non-smooth. This non-ideal

phenomenon hampers utilization of any conventional stability theory. In this thesis, the

method used by Niksefat et al. (2001b) is adopted for stability analysis. This method is

based on an extended version of Lyapunov's second method for stability analysis of non-

smooth systems, under the condition of existence and uniqueness of Filippov's solution

(Wu and Sepehri, 2001). In this section, state space eq-uations of the system under

investigation are first derived. Next, the proof of the existence and uniqueness of

Filippov's solution for the system is outlined. Finally, the stability of the system is

discussed based on the extended version of Lyapunov's theorem.

9l

Prefilter Switching Controller

:!; 

- 

;

Fig. 6.1: Block diagram of QFT contact controller.

Hydraulic Actuator

x

J
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6.2.1 State Space Equations

The nonlinear equations arrived at in Chapter 2 are rearranged here in state space

form to be suitable for stabilitv analvsis.

o Non-contact State

The differential equations during the non-contact state are:

.. A, A^ d.r:-P¡--Po--x
mmm

þ, =-+¡*&¿! 6,(p,)x,oV,(x) V,(*)

þ" =g\¡-&o!no(po)*,oV"(x) V"(x) ¿P

.k", 1
Xro=-Uo--Xro'tT

where

92

and

L,(P,) =

the term uo in (6.3) is the position control signal

a

-\P¡p

which represents the position controller shown in Eq. (5.20). xo is the desired position in

free space and includes the prefilter action. The following state effors are no\ i definæd:

*ro'0

xro 10

(6.3)

UP :U, -1,+)'rs+Trs'
- X + Xd -8, s(ø-, + ars + s2)

xrr 20

xr, 10
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el -Å=x-x"

-.t:P¡-Pie3

e<: x.^

where þ! and Þ: are the line pressures pertaining to the desired position, *o .By

substituting the above errors in (6.3), we arrive at the following state space model:

ê, = -hlt" - )cd )dt - îr(* - *o ) - dfl 
o

dr. = ë,

-d€q: Po - Po

¿,-
I

:e^:

:e.:
J

Au : -1rl(x - xd )dt : -.d",[arat

ês=up

e = ft(e,t¡ =

e^

A¡

;
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A"_ d_
€3--ê4--e2

mm

o Contact State

e, : ,r rloo -r,a, -;+-4Y- L.(do + pÍ)", 6.4)V,(4 + xd)' Vo(ër+ xo) "' *

k""_ I
- * er--es

LL

- -)'Ét
;-

- e6 - A,.teg - /L2el

- et - d2e8 - )3¿l

þA, =

e5

:
e6

:
e7

:
e-ò

.åha,,(e,+p!)",

The differential equations during the contact state are:

.. A, A^ d. k"
x:-P¡--Po--)L-jr

mmmm

þ,:-+i*++^,(p,)x,,V,(*) V,(r)

þ, : g\ * - !!. :*, t o(p o)r,o' u V"(x) V"(x) rP

.kro1x^^:-u--x"^'tt

(6.s)
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and

tr^
l-{.p" - 

pt)

E-
l-\pt - 

p")

u in (6.5) is the force control signal

which is actually the one shown in Eq. (4.54). /d is ttre desired force during the contact

phase. The following state errors are now defined

'ro)0

r, (0

L"(p") =

94

-(p"p

U U _1rt).rs+)"rs2
'-F+Fo -k"8, s(ar+ars+sz)

çd
€t:x-xo (xo =+)Ln

et: P, - P!

€5 = xrp

x*

x*

>0

<0

e, =-),rk"lç*- *'¡at - Ark"(*- *o)-qru êB =u

where p! , po" and xd are the line pressures and desired position pertaining to the desired

force, fd , respectively. By substituting the above effors in (6.5), we arrive at the

following state space model:

€z: êl

eq:Po-Pl

eu : -)"rk"[@ - xd ¡dt : -xrk"lerdt
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el

è2

=€2

A,A^dK
= -€, --€O --e2 --e,mmmm

a, = -ffie, + #/ )ò,,(e, 
+ p! )e,

. Transition State

The state space model for this phase is described based on (6.4) and (6.6) with respect

to the state definition for contact state as follows:

pA"

k,, 1

= 
-êA 

--es
î-1-

= -Ark"e,

- e6 - dpa - ),rk"e,

- e7 - üz€e - ),rk"e,

&ow

where -rcx is the initial location of the environment with respect to the actuator. Note that

the above state space equation, describing the whole system, is non-smooth due to the

discontinuous control signal originating from the switching controller as stated by Eqs.

(6.a) and (6.6).
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( ^,è:f(e,Ð=lÍ:y'')
lfr(e,t)

6.2.2 Existence, continuity and uniqueness of Filippov's solution

(6.6)

+)er<x -x"
er>x* -xo

The dynamic systems presented by the state model (6.7) consists of nonlinear

differential equations with discontinuous right-hand sides. The discontinuity occurs

during the non-contact to contact transition phase due to the control law switching. These

types of systems violate the fundamental assumption of conventional solution theories of

Non - Contact

Contact
(6.7)
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ordinary differential equations, known as the Lipschitz-continuous requirement. With

respect to classical solution theories, one cannot even define a solution, much less discuss

its existence, uniqueness and stability. Filippov has developed a solution concept for

discontinuous differential equations, which was later used by many researchers for

solution analysis of many engineering problems including non-smooth systems. For

example, Paden and Sastry (1987) utilized Filippov's solution and proposed a variable

structure controller for robot manipulators. Southward et al. (1991) developed a nonlinear

friction compensator and employed Filippov's solution concept for their solution analysis.

In this section, we prove the existence, uniqueness and continuity of Filippov's solution

for the dynamic system under investigation.

The discontinuitv surface is defined as

.S:=t¿ 1€t=x* -xo

S divides the solution region, {), into two parts as follows:

96

Regarding the existence and continuity of Filippov's solution, the right hand side of

(6.7) is piecewise continuous and defined everywhere in O. The conditions for existence

and continuity of Filippov's solution, such as the right-hand sides of equations that are

measurable and bounded, are both satisfìed. Thus, the existence and continuity of the

solution is guaranteed. Regarding the uniqueness of Filippov's solution (see Filippov,

o: (*¿::\e:et>x -x'

'=þ,ur<x* -roo;
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1964), the limiting values of the vector function of the right-hand sides of (6.4) and (6.6),

i.e.,f* andf', when ,S is approached from A! and Q, , are given as

A,A^dk
-€3-:eo--ez--e,mmmm

-.;;7 ;,"r*;*Lra,(e, + pl)e,
V,(er+xo)' V,(er+xo) "' ''

f. :l - ;4=",--4? ,,L"(eo+ pl)es

e2

V"(e, + *o )-' V"(e, + xd )

kro 1¿eB - -esTT

- )"rk"e,

e6-d,FB-Lrk"e,

e7-u,2e,-),rk"e,
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e2

A,_ A"_ d_
-€3--€4--€zmmm

þA, ßc,w- __ 
..1--' ; ", 

+ --ft A,,(e, + p!)",V,(er+i")' V,(e,+i')
PA" k,w -¡r---:--- , e¡ -- ._: , L^(e^+ pï)es

V"(er+x')' Vo(er+xo) "t" ro

kro_ I¿eB --esr1

lrë,

e6 -af. -îrë,
e7-a2e.-Trd,

The projections of f and -f- along the normal to the discontinuity surface, i.e.,

N, = [,0,0,0,0,0,0,0], aredenotedbv fi and fr:
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Assuming i>id onthediscontinuitysurface S, f; >0,andtherefore,theuniqueness

of Filippov's solution for the system described by (6.1) is guaranteed according to

Theorem 14 of Filippov (Filippov, 1964). For the case i 1io , /"- becomes negative and

Theorem 14 is not applicable. The uniqueness analysis for this case requires the

utilization of other theorems and a heavier mathematical machinery and has not been

conducted in this thesis. 
.

6.2.3 Stabitity Proof

The stability analysis contains two major steps. The first step is based on the

existence of Lyapunov functions for free space and constrained motion. The second step

includes the construction of a Lyapunov function for the transition phase and the stability

proof for this case.

. Step 1:

, 
The asymptotic stability of equivalent models is satisfied during the design procedure

by assigning the system's poles to the left hand side of the complex plane. The stability

of the equivalent models can then be extended to the nonlinear system provided that the

validity conditions of the theorem be satisfied (Horowitz, 1978; Banos and Bailey,1996).

These conditions set some restrictions on (i) the nonlinear system, such as the

invertibility of the system, (ii) the acceptable set, and (iii) the equivalent models (e.g.,

having no unstable,zeroes). These conditions are generally satisfied during the design

procedure. However, the rigorous analysis of these conditions requires heavy

mathematical machinery and is beyond the scope of this thesis.

?+ . .à
Ju =€z=x-x'

:)
Ju =€z:x-x"
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Given the asymptotic stability of equivalent models, the asymptotic stability of the

control system during the contact or non-contact phases with the prefilters and the QFT

controllers is guaranteed. Therefore, based on the converse Lyapunov theorem (Slotine

and Li, T991, pp. 121), there exists a Lyapunov function Vo in ftee motion and a

Lyapunov function Z¡ in constrained motion such that:

to .0

V¡ and Vo wlll be used in the next

transition phase.

. Step 2:

Here, the extension of Lyapunov's stability theory to non-smooth systems by Wu and

Sepehri (2001) is used for stability analysis during the transition. This theory uses only

extreme points of Clarke's generalized gradient (Clarke, 1983) to estimate the derivatives

of a non-smooth Lyapunov function on the discontinuity surface. Based on the existence

of Lyapunov functions V¡ and Vp, the following positive-definite Lyapunov function

candidate is constructed for stability proof:

v, 'o
step to

99

construct a Lyapunov function for the

Z3 is the Lyapunov function on the surface S. v is chosen as the difference between

the limit values of Vo and V¡asthe state trajectory approaches S, i.e.,

t"tg V, =V¡ e e Q,

It,:vo+, eee,
V:1V2:Vr eeQj

lr,:i, e e,s

(6.8)
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Note, Z is continuous and positive definite in the whole solution region. Next, it is to

be proven that the derivative of the above Lyapunov function is continuous and negative

semi-definite in the regions that the system is smooth as well as on the discontinuity

surface,S.

The derivative of the Lyapunov function, when ¿ÉE is

where Zis negative since Vo and V, are negative as discussed in step 1. Built upon the

approach proposed by Wu and Sepehri (2001), on the discontinuity surface, g we have

where Iti and V) are the limit values of V, and V, as the solution trajectory approaches

,S. Since V, and V, arenever positive, in A! and A,, respectively, we have,

vr* =lim"r-(r' -ro)' t,' o

ù ={t: =n: e e Q'

lVr:V¡ e e Q!

100

. fr@ e S) : V, e co¡Itr' ,fr|1

The convex set, described in (6.10), contains only negative elements and

Vr=V(ue,S) is negative. Therefore Vis negative definite throughout the region that

includes the discontinuity surface, ,S. Thus, following the extension by Wu and Sepehri

(2001), the system is asymptotically stable when transition from non-contact to contact is

involved.

V] :lim.-.,-._-,\+ 4<0' et+\x -x- )'

(6.e)

(6.10)
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6.3

First, contact task control with an environment with a stiffness of 35 kN/m was

examined. The task was to first bring the actuator from free space to contact with the

environment and then exert a desired force of 1000 N. Fig. 6.2 shows the actuator stably

establishing contact and the generated force reached to the desired value. The position of

the actuator and the location of the environment is shown in Fig. 6.2b. Contact was

established with an approach velocity of -0.12 m/sec as shown in Fig. 6.2c where the

actuator velocity dropped shortly after contact. Fig. 6.2d, clearly shows how the controller

switched to the force control law at the contact moment.

The above experiment was repeated with a higher stiffness (É":100 kN/m). The

experimental results are depicted in Fig. 6.3. As expected, the control system established

a stable contact with the environment despite increased environmental stiffness.

To investigate the controller's performance during different control phases, an

experiment was conducted as outlined in Table 6.1. V/ith reference to Table 6.1 and Fig.

6.4, the actuator was first commanded to reach a desired position, xd:0.02 m, in free

space. Once the desired position was achieved, the controller was set to bring the actuator

to a new desired position at xd:0.04 m. However, before the actuator reached to its

second desired position, it hit the spring coil. The controller then switched to follow a set-

point force (-f o :500 N). Next, the controller brought the contact force to a new set-point

force level of 1000 N. Finally, the controller was commanded to unload the actuator

(fo :0 N) and bring it to the desired position xd:0.02m in free space.

In summary, in this Chapter, a QFT contact task controller was constructed and

experimentally evaluated on the hydraulic actuator. The designed contact controller (i) is

Experimental Results
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capable of regulating a reference position and a reference force in free space and a

constrained environment, respectively, (ii) is robust against uncertainties and

nonlinearities present in hydraulic power systems, and (iii) guarantees stability,

particularly during the transition phase.

Table 6.L: Controller set-point adjustment in a multi-step contact response test.

Step
1

/ì

Time (sec)

a
J

4

0-4
4-8
8-12

Desired Position (m)

t2-16

0.02
0.04

102

0.02

Desired Force (N)

s00
1000

0

Type of Control
Position

Transition
Force

Transition
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L
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Fig. 6.2: Contact response: (a) force; (b) position; (c) velocity; (d) control signal.
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Chapter 7

Concluding Remarks

This thesis has made an important contribution to the development of stable and

robust controllers for hydraulic actuators. In doing this, it investigated, formulated,

analyzed, developed, implemented, and experimentally evaluated appropriate control

strategies that are suitable for motion tasks, forcing tasks, and contact tasks of hydraulic

actuators in a practical setting. In the following the detailed contributions are given.

Firstly, a linear parametrically uncertain model was constructed to represent the relation

between the control signal and the force acting on the environment. Plant uncertainty was

quantified within the linear model to compensate for time-varying dynamics and to allow

for variations in environmental stiffness, hydraulic fluid flow and pressure gains, actuator

compliance and many other parameters specific to hydraulic components. A robust

controller was then designed which, along with a prefilter, maintained a satisfactory force

control performance against the environment in spite of the wide range of uncertainties.

r07
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A knowledge of the lower and upper bounds of uncertain parameters was the only

requirement for the controller design.

The nonlinear approach within the framework of QFT was employed next to design a

controller for the nonlinear system under investigation. The design methodology

proceeded with the generation of linear time-invariant equivalent models using two

methods. The first method was based on experimental input-output measurement of

acceptable system responses. Generally, this method is applicable to plants for which no

analyical model is available. In the second method, the general nonlinear mathematical

model was used for derivation of input-output histories. For this purpose, a numerical

algorithm was developed in this study for derivation of the equivalent model. Many plant

nonlinearities including valve flow-pressure characteristics, valve opening areas and

variations in the trapped fluid volume as well as plant uncertainties such as pump

pressure and environmental stiffness were explicitly included in the model. The extension

method by Golubev and Horowitz (1982) was employed to determine the family of

equivalent linear transfer functions. There was a strong correlation between the results of

the two methods, indicating that the mathematical model developed here could accurately

represent the system under investigation.

108

The designed controllers were then implemented successfully on the test stand and

several tests were performed under different conditions including: variations of up to

3007o in environmental stiffness, 1007o in supply pressure and 100Vo in reference force.

The experimental results demonstrated the robustness of the QFT controller to real

parameter variations and good performance in spite of significant actuator dynamics. The

controllers were of low-order and easy to implement, required very little computational
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effort, did not need any on-line tuning or gain scheduling and resulted in responses with

good perfoffnance in both transient and steady-state periods- Also, the controllers

incorporated only measured contact force as feedback, which makes them attractive for

industrial implementation. These characteristics make the application of the developed

QFT controllers appealing as compared to other existing controllers which involve

complex control laws, high order compensators, and/or specific requirements such as

precise knowledge of system parameters. Furthermore, until today, to the best of author's

knowledge, there is no research aimed at the design of a controller that simultaneously

deals with large variation of hydraulic systems properties including environmental

stiffness, supply pressure and set-point forces.

The evaluation of control design procedures within the QFT framework was also

presented. The linear approach needs less calculation effort and can be easily employed

with only some knowledge about the system parameters. The nonlinear approach seems

more suitable to apply to the solution of inherently nonlinear problems. Hence, in the

nonlinear approach many of the nonlinear aspects of the hydraulic actuator can explicitly

be incorporated. Within the nonlinear approach framework, the experimental method is

attractive for controller synthesis of complex hydraulic systems in which the derivation of

mathematical models is difficult and/or time consuming. Moreover, in this work, the

nonlinear QFT approach and Golubev's method were experimentally evaluated on a real

industrial problem, which has rarely been reported in the literature.
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Based on the nonlinear approach, an explicit position control law was also developed

to regulate the actuator in free space. Similar to the QFT force control design, a

numerical algorithm was first developed for derivation of the input control signals given
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plant outputs during free space motion. The input-output data set obtained from the

numerical algorithm was then used within Golubev's method to derive the equivalent

time-invariant plant models.

Next, both position and force controllers were used to construct a switching contact

controller based on the measured force. The drawback of the proposed switching

controller is the existence of discontinuity in the inevitable phase transition when the

actuator moves from free space to the constrained environment. The discontinuity causes

the dynamic system under investigation to be non-smooth, which violates the requirement

of conventional solution theories to ordinary differential equations. Therefore, in this

study, the stability of the non-smooth control system is proven by defining a smooth

Lyapunov function under the condition of existence and uniqueness of Fillipov's

solution.

Implementation of the proposed contact task control law is simple and no knowledge

about the location of the environment is required in determining the control signal. The

controller was implemented on the test station and different contact scenarios were tested.

Experimental results showed that the controller is capable of presenting satisfactory

performance during non-contact, contact and transition phases.

The focus of the future work could be placed on the following subjects. Firstly, in this

study the environment has been treated as a pure stiffness. This model is accurate enough

for the force control and contact task control in many practical situations. However, there

exist applications in which a simple spring cannot represent the environment properly.

Utilization of a more sophisticated model of the environment, which could accurately

represent the contact dynamics, is suggested for the future work. Secondly, in this thesis,
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the stability of the position and force controllers has been assumed to exist based on QFT

method. A more rigorous method should be developed to address the stability of the

contact controller, by taking into account the dynamics of the hydraulic actuator and the

environment.
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